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Abstract: It is known that the Higgs potential in the Standard Model can drive a suc-
cessful inflation as long as the Higgs field couples non-minimally to gravity. It is then
inevitable to take into account the loop corrections of the Standard Model particles to the
Higgs potential in the Higgs inflation. In this paper, we discuss the one-loop corrections at
finite temperature to the curvature perturbation generated during the Higgs inflation. We
find that the thermal loop effects can suppress the power of the curvature perturbation at
large scales, thus resulting in a low quadrupole of the temperature anisotropy in the cosmic
microwave background.
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1 Introduction
Over the past few decades, the cosmic inflation has become a well-accepted solution to the
horizon, flatness and monopole problem in cosmology [1–4]. The simplest theoretical picture
of inflation consists of a scalar field φ (i.e., the inflaton) rolling slowly over a flat potential
V (φ), which could mimic a nearly constant vacuum energy and produce an exponential
expansion of the Universe. It has been found that the quantum fluctuations during inflation
typically result in a nearly scale-invariant power spectrum of the curvature perturbation.
The prediction generally fits the observational data of the temperature fluctuations in the
cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation very well [5], making the inflation even
more robust to occur in the early Universe.
Despite successfully predicting many observational features, the flat potentials in most
inflationary models are not natural in particle physics. Without understanding the funda-
mental principles leading to a flat potential, the theory of inflation is merely a phenomeno-
logical description of the early Universe. Among the inflationary models on the market,
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the Higgs inflation scenario treats the Higgs field h as the inflaton and provides an elegant
interpretation of the origin of the flat potential by virtue of a quadratic non-minimal cou-
pling between h and gravity [6, 7]. After performing a conformal transformation, it is found
that the Higgs potential becomes asymptotically flat in the large-field regime and thus can
be treated by the standard procedures in the slow-roll approximation. It turns out that
the Higgs inflation is favored by the current Planck constraints as long as the non-minimal
coupling constant ξ is as large as ∼ 104. More detailed analyses and discussions of the
Higgs inflation can be found in refs. [8–12].
From the theoretical point of view, the Higgs inflation is appealing, as it is well-
motivated by the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. It not only relates the funda-
mental physics at microscopic scales to the cosmological observations at the largest scales,
but also facilitates a possibility to constrain the mass of the top quark with cosmological
observables [13, 14]. A recent study also finds that, by taking the renormalization group
(RG) running of the SM coupling constants into account, an inflection point may exist in
the Higgs potential, thus allowing an ultra-slow-roll phase during which high peaks in the
curvature power spectrum can be generated. This provides a realization of the origin of
primordial black holes that may account for the binary black hole merger events in the
Advanced LIGO/VIRGO observations [15].
In most inflationary scenarios, effects of the thermal bath would be omitted. It is
because the embedding physics of the inflation models is scarcely known or it is assumed
that any non-zero temperature prior to inflation would drop exponentially once inflation
begins. However, we shall show that the temperature effect can be particularly important
to the Higgs inflation. According to finite-temperature field theory [16–19], the Higgs
field would acquire quantum loop corrections to its free energy density due to a non-zero
temperature, leading to a temperature-dependent effective potential. Such a thermal effect
is crucial to inducing the electroweak phase transition (EWPT). It is commonly believed
that below a critical temperature Tc ' 150 GeV, the Higgs field bears a spontaneous
symmetry breaking SU(2)L×U(1)Y → U(1)EM and subsequently finds its non-zero vacuum
expectation value v [20]. Motivated by the theory of the EWPT associated with the Higgs
field, it is natural to consider the Higgs field in thermal equilibrium with a heat bath of
non-zero temperature before the inception of the Higgs inflation (i.e., in a pre-inflationary
thermal bath) and scrutinize how the finite-temperature effective potential can leave an
imprint on the cosmological observables.
Previous studies such as refs. [21–24] have shown that the vacuum state of the inflaton
or the mode function of the quantum perturbation during inflation can be non-trivially
modified if there is a pre-inflationary radiation-dominated epoch at non-zero temperature.
In this work, alternatively, we make the first attempt to address the thermal effects on
the inflation by calculating the thermal loop effective potential of the Higgs field in the
conformal (Einstein) frame, following the well-established formalism in the thermal field
theory. We find that the Higgs inflation with non-zero temperature tends to suppress the
amplitude of the primordial curvature power spectrum PR(k) at large scales. Since the
temperature decreases exponentially soon after the outset of inflation, the suppression in
the power spectrum would also decrease. Consequently, the theory predicts a lower PR(k)
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for small k modes that smoothly returns back to the zero-temperature Higgs inflation. It
has long been observed that there is a lack of power in the quadrupole moment of the CMB
angular power spectrum [25], dubbed the quadrupole anomaly. In this study, we shall show
that the thermal loop effect on the Higgs inflation can serve to explain the quadrupole
anomaly of the CMB radiation.1
This paper is organized as follows: we first give an essential overview of the Higgs
inflation in section 2, and then develop an approach to performing the one-loop thermal
correction to the Higgs inflation in section 3. After analyzing the general properties of the
one-loop effective potential at finite temperature in the Einstein frame, we calculate PR(k)
and the TT (temperature) angular power spectrum DTT` in section 4. We show that our
results fit better to the temperature angular power spectrum extracted from the Planck
2018 data than the best-fit base-ΛCDM cosmology due to the suppression of power at large
scales. In section 5, we summarize the conclusions of this work. We provide useful relations
of the physical quantities and equations between the Jordan frame and the Einstein frame in
appendix A. Throughout this paper, we adopt (−+ ++) as the metric sign convention and
the natural unit ~ = c = kB = 1. We also use the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker
(FLRW) metric ds2 = gµνdxµdxν = −dt2 + a(t)2d~x2.
2 Higgs inflation
In the SM, the tree-level potential of the Higgs field h is2
V0(h) =
λ
4
(h2 − v2)2 , (2.1)
where the vacuum expectation value is estimated to be v ' 246 GeV. A naïve attempt to
take the Higgs field as an inflaton with the quartic potential (2.1) would generally fail, as
the density perturbation generated by the inflaton require the Higgs self-coupling λ ∼ 10−13
to be consistent with the CMB observations, whereas it is about 10−1 as inferred from the
measured Higgs bosons mass mh = 125 GeV [27–29]. The Higgs inflation [6, 7], on the
other hand, remediates the problem by coupling the scalar Higgs field to the spacetime
geometry. In this model, the action associated with the Higgs field is
SJ =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2
2
f(h)R− 1
2
g µν∂µh ∂νh− V0(h)
]
, (2.2)
where the quadratic form of the non-minimal coupling is
f(h) = 1 +
ξ
M2
h2 , (2.3)
with a coupling constant ξ and a mass parameter M defined phenomenologically by the re-
duced Planck mass throughM2P = 1/(8piG) ≡M2+ξv2. As we will see in the following, ξv2
1Some theoretical scenarios have also been proposed to understand the low quadrupole. See, for example,
ref. [26] and the references therein.
2The Higgs field h here represents the radial mode of the SM Higgs doublet: H = (0, h)T/√2.
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is always much smaller thanM2P for the values of ξ that we are interested in. Consequently,
we will directly replace M with MP hereafter.
The action in eq. (2.2) describes the Higgs field in the Jordan frame (JF) — the
frame with an explicit non-minimal coupling term f(h)R. The field equations in the JF is
relatively complicated. To facilitate the analyses of inflationary dynamics, it is convenient
to recast the action in the Einstein frame (EF) via a conformal transformation
gµν → g˜µν = f(h) gµν . (2.4)
We can then rewrite SJ in a canonical form3∫
d4x
√
−g˜
[
M2P
2
R˜− 1
2
g˜ µν∂µχ∂νχ− U0(χ)
]
, (2.5)
with the EF scalar field χ defined by
dχ
dh
=
(
f + 3M2P · f ′ 2/2
f2
)1/2
=
[
1 + (1 + 6 ξ) ξ h2/M2P(
1 + ξh2/M2P
)2
]1/2
(2.6)
and the EF potential at tree level given by
U0(h(χ)) = f
−2V0(h) =
λ
4
· (h
2 − v2)2(
1 + ξh2/M2P
)2 . (2.7)
For ξ  1, the parameter range of interest to us, eq. (2.6) can be easily solved in the
large-field limit hMP /ξ as:
dχ
dh
≈
√
6 ξh/MP
1 + ξh2/M2P
⇒ χ(h) ≈
√
3
2
MP lnf(h) . (2.8)
It is also useful to set up the following identity from eq. (2.8):
f (h(χ)) ≈ exp
(
2χ√
6MP
)
. (2.9)
Therefore, in the large-field regime (hMP /ξ) we have
h(χ) ≈ MP√
ξ
[
exp
(
2χ√
6MP
)
− 1
]1/2
, (2.10)
and the EF potential in eq. (2.7) becomes
U0(χ) ≈ λM
4
P
4 ξ2
[
1− exp
( −2χ√
6MP
)]2
. (2.11)
Note that here the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field v has been ignored because
we are considering h  MP /ξ  v. The potential in eq. (2.11) plays a critical role in
3The tilde denotes the quantities defined in the EF. For the relations of various physical quantities
between the Jordan and the Einstein frames, see appendix A.
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validating the Higgs inflation. When hMP /
√
ξ or χ √6MP /2, the potential becomes
asymptotically flat and approaches a constant λM4P /4 ξ
2. It is straightforward to estimate
the potential slow-roll parameters for h  MP /
√
ξ in the EF by eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), and
the standard slow-roll approximation demands:
v =
M2P
2
(
U ′0
U0
)2
≈ 4M
4
P
3 ξ2 h4
 1 ; (2.12)
|ηv| =
∣∣∣∣M2P U ′′0U0
∣∣∣∣ ≈ 4M2P3 ξ h2  1 , (2.13)
where each prime denotes a derivative with respect to χ henceforth. Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13)
provide the sufficient conditions for successful inflation to occur. In general, the inflation
ends when v(hend) = v(χend) ' 1.
In order to account for the horizon and the flatness problems, the inflation should last
at least ∼ 57.7 e-folds after the horizon exits the CMB scale (kCMB ∼ 2× 10−4 hMpc−1).
Defining the EF conformal time dτ =
√
f(h) dt and τCMB as the time of CMB horizon
crossing in the EF, it is easy to obtain χCMB by estimating the e-folds from τCMB to the
end of inflation via the EF potential
N˜ (τCMB, τend) =
∫ τend
τCMB
H˜ dτ ≈ 1
M2P
∫ χCMB
χend
U0
U ′0
dχ , (2.14)
where the definition of H˜ is given in eq. (A.3). Demanding N˜ ' 57.7 and applying the
approximation in eq. (2.11) to eq. (2.14), we get
57.7 '
√
6
4MP
∫ χCMB
χend
[
1− exp
( −2χ√
6MP
)]
exp
(
2χ√
6MP
)
dχ
=
√
6
4MP
[ √
6MP
2
exp
(
2χ√
6MP
)
− χ
]∣∣∣∣∣
χCMB
χend
. (2.15)
The field value χend at the end of inflation is determined by
v(χend) =
M2P
2
(
U ′0
U0
)2∣∣∣∣∣
χend
≈ 4
3
exp
(−4χend√
6MP
)[
1− exp
(−2χend√
6MP
)]−2
' 1 . (2.16)
Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) together give χCMB ' 5.41 MP and χend ' 0.94 MP .4 Following the
procedure in ref. [6], we can use the WMAP normalization [30] to fix the relation between
ξ and λ
U0(χCMB)
v(χCMB)
' (0.0274 MP )4 . (2.17)
Making use of eqs. (2.12) and (2.17) and λ = m2h/2v
2 ' 10−1 [27–29], we get ξ ≈ 4.7 ×
104
√
λ ∼ 104, a large non-minimal coupling. The spectral index ns and the tensor-to-scalar
ratio of perturbation r can also be estimated in a straightforward manner. See ref. [7] for
further discussions of the Higgs inflation.
4The field values χCMB and χend here numerically correspond to hCMB ' 9.14 MP /
√
ξ and hend '
1.04 MP /
√
ξ, respectively. We have checked that eq. (2.11) remains a good approximation at h 'MP /√ξ
as long as ξ  1. In contrast to the Higgs field h in the JF, the predictions of χCMB and χend from
eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) are independent of the value of ξ that one chooses.
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3 Thermal effects on the Higgs potential
3.1 The one-loop thermal correction: Choices of the frames
The one-loop thermal correction to the potential of the Higgs field at temperature T has
been found to be [17–20]
∆VT, i(h, T ) = gi
T 4
2pi2
· Fi(mi, T ) , (3.1)
where gi is the number of degrees of freedom associated with particle i, and the thermal
functions Fi for bosonic and fermionic loop of particle with mass m at temperature T are
given by
Fb(m, T ) =
∫ ∞
0
dq q2 ln
[
1− exp
(
−
√
q2 +
m2
T 2
)]
, (3.2)
Ff (m, T ) = −
∫ ∞
0
dq q2 ln
[
1 + exp
(
−
√
q2 +
m2
T 2
)]
, (3.3)
respectively. Figure 1 shows the thermal functions by plotting over x2 = m2/T 2. The
one-loop contribution of the Higgs field itself can be obtained by identifying m2 in eq. (3.2)
with the field-dependent effective mass-squared
mH(h)
2 =
d2V0(h)
dh2
. (3.4)
Although eq. (3.1) is typically known as thermal corrections to the effective potential, it
actually describes the Helmholtz free energy density F of an ensemble of quantum fields
in the heat bath, where the relations to the energy density ρ and entropy density s of the
system are [20]
energy density ρ = F + Ts = ∆VT (h, T ) + Ts , (3.5)
entropy density s = − ∂
∂T
∆VT (h, T ) . (3.6)
In order to deal with the loop corrections in the model of Higgs inflation, special care
with eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) needs to be taken when considering the direct coupling
between h and the spacetime curvature. Essentially, the nonstandard term ∼ ξR modifies
the effective mass in eq. (3.4) (see, for example, ref. [31]). The non-renormalizable coupling
ξ also results in additional corrections from graviton loop, making the theory much more
complicated. On top of that, dynamics of the Higgs field and the cosmological observables
for Higgs inflation are analyzed in the EF. In general, there are two possible choices to
perform the quantum loop corrections for the potential:
• Prescription I — First transform to the EF and then compute quantum loop correc-
tions with the EF potential in eq. (2.7).
• Prescription II — First compute quantum loop corrections with the JF potential in
eq. (2.1) and then transform to the EF.
– 6 –
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Figure 1. Real parts of the bosonic thermal function Fb(x) (purple curve) and the fermionic
thermal function Ff (x) (orange curve) are plotted over x2 = m2/T 2. When x2 ≥ 0, Fb and Ff are
both real and the absolute values of Fb and Ff decrease monotonically with increasing x2. Note that
Fb and Ff generally become complex functions when x2 < 0 (i.e., as mass-squared turns negative).
The results of the two prescriptions for the radiative corrections at zero temperature up
to two-loop level have been discussed in refs. [9, 10, 13, 14]. Given the fact that relatively
little is known about quantum gravity, there is no obvious preference for the prescription
that one should take. Although the quantum scale invariance can support Prescription I
[14], one may also argue that Prescription II is more reliable since the physical distance
scale is well-defined in the JF [32]. In this work, we shall adopt Prescription I for two
reasons: (a) it can remove the uncertainty from graviton loops in the JF; and (b) the
inflaton field χ (i.e., the local “clock” of inflation) and its vacuum state, the Bunch-Davies
vacuum, are all defined in the EF. Therefore, it is more consistent to account for the finite-
temperature loop corrections in the EF. In principle, we can assume that both prescriptions
are equivalent at the fundamental level, since the physics should be the same under the
conformal transformation.
3.2 Corrections from all degrees of freedom in the SM
Let us now write down the one-loop thermal correction from the Higgs field to the potential
(2.7). Defining the EF proper temperature (see eq. (A.2))
T˜ ∝ a˜(τ)−1 ∝ f− 12 a(t)−1 , (3.7)
and using eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) in the EF, we obtain
∆UT,Higgs
(
χ, T˜
)
=
T˜ 4
2pi2
· Fb
(
m˜H(χ), T˜
)
, (3.8)
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where, for hMP /ξ, the physical Higgs mass in the EF is determined by5
m˜H(χ)
2 =
d2U0(χ)
dχ2
≈ d
2
dχ2
{
λM4P
4 ξ2
[
1− exp
( −2χ√
6MP
)]2}
. (3.9)
Besides loop corrections of the Higgs boson in the EF given in eq. (3.9), we should also
take the Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons into account. The four degrees of freedom in the
complex Higgs doublet H = (h1 + ih2, h3 + ih4)T/
√
2 will mix under the non-canonical
kinetic term ∼ γij∂hi∂hj in the EF action [9], where
γij =
1
f
(
δij +
6 ξ2
M2P f
hihj
)
. (3.10)
With the field metric in eq. (3.10), the associated mass-squared m˜2G in the EF is derived in
ref. [9] for ξ  1 via the covariant generalization of the second derivative of the potential
m˜G(χ)
2 =
λh(χ)2
f2
[
1 + 6 ξ2h(χ)2/M2P
] ≈ λM2P
6 ξ2
exp
(
− 4χ√
6MP
)
, (3.11)
where we have used the approximation (2.10) in the second equality. Note that both eq. (3.9)
and eq. (3.11) are valid in the large-field (inflationary) regime. It follows that at the onset
of inflation
m˜G
|m˜H | ∼ exp
(
− χ
MP
)
 1 , (3.12)
so the NG modes are highly suppressed in the Coleman-Weinberg (CW) effective potential
compared to the physical Higgs mode in the inflationary era. Nevertheless, we emphasize
that we cannot ignore the one-loop thermal correction from the NG bosons. As we can see
in figure 1, the absolute values of the thermal functions Fb and Ff at a fixed temperature
increase as the particle mass decreases. In the high-temperature limit T˜  m˜, Fb(m˜G, T˜ )
and Fb(m˜H , T˜ ) will converge to comparable values.
We also include other degrees of freedom in the SM (see table 1) to ensure the com-
pleteness for our numerical calculation in section 4. In the early Universe, all elementary
particles: the Higgs boson, gauge bosons (W±, Z0), quarks (u, d, c, s, t, b), leptons (e,
µ, τ , νe, νµ, ντ ), photon γ and gluon g could make contributions to the one-loop thermal
effective potential. In the EF, the one-loop effective potential reads
∆UT
(
χ, T˜
)
=
T˜ 4
2pi2
∑
i
giFi
(
m˜i, T˜
)
, (3.13)
5It is easy to check that eq. (3.9) is equivalent to eq. (3.2) in ref. [9].
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with∑
i
giFi
(
m˜i, T˜
)
= Fb
(
m˜H , T˜
)
+ 3Fb
(
m˜G, T˜
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Higgs
(3.14)
+ 6Fb
(
m˜W , T˜
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
W± boson
+ 3Fb
(
m˜Z , T˜
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Z0 boson
+ 2Fb
(
0, T˜
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
photon
+ 16Fb
(
0, T˜
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
gluon
+ 12
6∑
q
Ff
(
m˜q, T˜
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
quark
+ 4
3∑
cl
Ff
(
m˜cl, T˜
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
charged lepton
+ 2
3∑
ν
Ff
(
m˜ν , T˜
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
neutrino
.
Since we are computing the one-loop effective potential in the EF, all physical quantities
must be correspondingly defined in the EF. Under transformation (2.4), the mass m˜ of the
SM gauge bosons and fermions is scaled by
mi → m˜i = f(h)−1/2mi (3.15)
after transforming to the EF. See appendix A for more detailed transformation rules.
Species Spins With antiparticle Colors Flavors d.o.f.
Higgs H0 1 1 1 1 1
gauge bosons W± 3 2 1 1 6
Z0 3 1 1 1 3
photon γ 2 1 1 1 2
gluon g 2 1 8 1 16
quarks q 2 2 3 6 72
charged leptons l± 2 2 1 3 12
neutrinos ν 1 2 1 3 6
Table 1. The degrees of freedom of all elementary particles in the SM.
3.3 The Coleman-Weinberg effective potential
Since we are implementing the thermal corrections to the potential at the one-loop level, we
must also include the CW effective potential in the EF. The CW correction for the Higgs
inflation has been studied in refs. [10, 13, 14], and is approximated by6
∆UCW ≈ 1
16pi2
{
m˜4H
4
[
ln
(
m˜2H
µ˜2
)
− 3
2
]
+
3m˜4G
4
[
ln
(
m˜2G
µ˜2
)
− 3
2
]
(3.16)
+
3m˜4W
2
[
ln
(
m˜2W
µ˜2
)
− 5
6
]
+
3m˜4Z
4
[
ln
(
m˜2Z
µ˜2
)
− 5
6
]
−3m˜4t
[
ln
(
m˜2t
µ˜2
)
− 3
2
] }
,
6In this work, we do not consider the renormalization group (RG) running of the SM coupling constants
and the field-dependent suppression factor of RG equations discussed in refs. [10, 33].
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with µ˜ being the EF renormalization scale. As described in section 3.1, we can use ei-
ther Prescription I or Prescription II to define the renormolization scale. We again adopt
Prescription I so that the quantum corrections are calculated in the EF with mass param-
eters m˜ = f−1/2m and µ˜ ∼ f−1/2 h(χ) [10, 13, 14, 34]. The complete finite-temperature
potential then reads
U
(
χ, T˜
)
= U0(χ) + ∆UCW (χ) + ∆UT
(
χ, T˜
)
= U0(χ) + ∆Ueff
(
χ, T˜
)
. (3.17)
However, eq. (A.12) tells us that the mass parameters of the SM particles m˜W , m˜Z and
m˜t are approximately proportional to f−1/2 y h(χ) ∼ yMP /
√
ξ, where y represents either
gauge or Yukawa couplings. As a result, the CW effective potential in eq. (3.16) is generally
small compared to the plateau of the tree-level potential during inflation
∆UCW ∼ 1
16pi2
m˜4 ∼ 1
16pi2
y4M4P
ξ2
. O (10−2) · λM4P
4 ξ2
∼ O (10−2) · U0(χ) .
It means that one can safely ignore the CW term in eq. (3.17) in analytic calculations.
3.4 Quantum instability
According to eq. (2.11), the tree-level potential of χ is convex during the inflation. It follows
that the Higgs mass-squared m˜2H = U
′′
0 (χ) is negative in the EF. Both the finite-temperature
effective potential defined by eq. (3.2) and the CW effective potential in eq. (3.16) would
become complex, signaling a quantum instability of the χ field [35]. It has been argued in
ref. [36] that the imaginary part of the one-loop perturbative effective potential ∆UCW is
physically related to the decay rate per unit volume of the unstable state.7 Fortunately, we
will find that the decay process is generally insignificant during the inflation. Given a finite
temperature T˜ in the inflationary era, the average energy density of χ is enhanced by the
background temperature, and the expansion rate H˜inf of the Universe becomes larger. By
the end of inflation, T˜ → 0 and the expansion rate H˜end is suppressed. Consequently, we
have H˜end < H˜inf and the decay rate of χ during the inflation
Γinf ∼ Im (∆UCW) · H˜−3inf < Im (∆UCW) · H˜−3end
∼ Im (∆UCW) ·
{
MP
√
λ
2
√
3 ξ
[
1− exp
(−2χend√
6MP
)]}−3
. (3.18)
Using χend = 0.94 MP , ξ/
√
λ = 4.7 × 104 (see section 2), we numerically estimate
Im (∆UCW) and find
Γinf  H˜end < H˜inf . (3.19)
Eq. (3.19) suggests that the decay rate of χ is negligible comparing to the expansion rate of
the Universe during the inflation. Along with the fact that the free energy should be real,
we will only consider the real part of the effective potential for the numerical calculations
in section 4.
7Ref. [36] studied a complex CW effective potential. However, the physical interpretation of the imagi-
nary part of the effective potential, an off-shell quantity, remains somewhat controversial. Here we assume
that the imaginary part of the thermal effective potential ∆UT is unphysical and only the real part is
relevant to our calculations.
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4 Thermal effects on CMB: the primordial curvature power spectrum
Through the large Hubble friction in the early Universe, the average kinetic energy of χ
is maintained to be much smaller than the potential energy, leading to a quasi-de Sitter
phase of the cosmic expansion. The quantum fluctuations at large scales are then gradually
frozen (i.e., not in causal contact) due to the shrinking comoving horizon, leaving a scale-
invariant primordial curvature power spectrum PR(k). Together with the composition of
the Universe after reheating and the late-time cosmological processes, we can reconstruct
the angular power spectra DTT` of the CMB and compare it with that determined by the
correlation function of the CMB temperature anisotropies. Investigating the primordial
power spectrum thus facilitates the constraints on the physics of inflation [37–43]. In this
section, we examine how the formalism of the finite-temperature loop corrections in the EF
discussed in section 3 can affect the dynamics of the inflaton χ and the primordial power
spectrum of the quantum perturbation during the inflation.
4.1 The field equations and the power spectrum
Suppose that all the quantum fields in the Universe are in thermal equilibrium with a heat
bath of temperature T˜ before the inflation happens, the energy density associated with χ
in the EF is [20]
ρ = U
(
χ, T˜
)
+ T˜ s˜ , (4.1)
where
s˜ = − ∂
∂T˜
∆UT
(
χ, T˜
)
(4.2)
and the temperature-dependent potential U is given in eq. (3.17). Additionally, the second
law of thermodynamics gives
s˜ =
ρ+ P
T˜
. (4.3)
Using eqs. (4.1) and (4.3), we immediately obtain the pressure
P = −U
(
χ, T˜
)
. (4.4)
Typically, the kinetic energy associated with the microscopic fluctuations δχ around the
homogeneous field expectation value 〈χ〉 ≡ χc is included in the finite-temperature effective
potential ∆UT . But we are now focusing on the macroscopic dynamics of χc under the
influence of the inflationary potential and the Hubble friction, the expectation value χc is
in general time-dependent. Therefore, we may consider the drift velocity of χc by rewriting
eqs. (4.1) and (4.4) as8
ρ∗ =
1
2
(
dχc
dτ
)2
+ U
(
χ, T˜
)
+ T˜ s˜ ; (4.5)
P∗ = 1
2
(
dχc
dτ
)2
− U
(
χ, T˜
)
. (4.6)
8A decomposition of the field by χ = 〈χ〉+ δχ yields χ˙2 = ˙〈χ〉2 + 2 ˙〈χ〉 δχ˙+ δχ˙2 ≈ χ˙c2 + δχ˙2 on average.
The former part corresponds to the kinetic energy with drift velocity while the latter part is the kinetic
energy associated with random fluctuations.
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With eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) and the equation of energy conservation, we obtain
dχc
dτ
· d
2χc
dτ2
+
dχc
dτ
· dρ∗(χ, T˜ )
dχc
= −3H˜
[(
dχc
dτ
)2
+ T˜ s˜
]
.
Treating χc as a thermodynamic variable and expanding the total derivative, the equation
of motion for χc is
d2χc
dτ2
+ 3H˜
(
dχc
dτ
+
T˜ s˜
dχc/dτ
)
− T˜ · ∂
2∆UT
∂ T˜ 2
· dT˜
dχc
= − ∂
∂χc
[
U
(
χ, T˜
)
+ T˜ s˜
]
. (4.7)
In the zero-temperature limit T˜ → 0 at tree level, eq. (4.7) recovers the classical inflaton
field equation
d2χc
dτ2
+ 3H˜
dχc
dτ
= − d
dχc
U0(χc) . (4.8)
In addition, the expansion rate of the Universe is determined by the Friedmann equation
H˜2 =
1
3M2P
ρ∗ . (4.9)
To avert clutter, we will represent the derivative with respect to τ by a “dot” henceforth.
Eqs. (4.7) and (4.9) together describe a complete dynamical system in the EF. However,
when adding up all degrees of freedom in the SM, it is formidable to perform exact numerical
calculations. One way to overcome this difficulty is expanding the thermal functions in
eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) into an infinite series of the modified Bessel function of the second kind
Fb
(
m˜, T˜
)
= −m˜
2
T˜ 2
·
∞∑
n=1
1
n2
K2
(
n · m˜
T˜
)
, (4.10)
Ff
(
m˜, T˜
)
=
m˜2
T˜ 2
·
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n
n2
K2
(
n · m˜
T˜
)
. (4.11)
We find that sufficient precision and faster calculations can be achieved with around 10
terms in eqs. (4.10) and (4.11).
Provided the initial condition χ˙c2  U during the inflation, the slow-roll approximation
is applicable and the primordial curvature power spectrum at the hoziaon crossing at the
scale k−1 = H˜−1/a˜ can be written as
PR(k) =
1
8pi2M2P
H˜2
ε
∣∣∣∣∣
k=a˜H˜
, ε = −
˙˜
H
H˜2
, (4.12)
where ε is the Hubble slow-roll parameter. Eq. (4.12) is defined by the variance of the
quantum fluctuations with respect to the Bunch-Davies vacuum. The finite-temperature
effect of the pre-inflationary radiation field on the primordial power spectrum is also studied
in refs. [21–24] by considering either non-trivial mode functions of the primordial perturba-
tion or a thermal distribution of the inflaton, which will modify eq. (4.12) with additional
temperature-dependent factors and may lead to a different choice of the vacuum state. In
contrast, here we alternatively take into account the thermal effect from first principles by
computing the quantum-loop corrections in the well-established Bunch-Davies vacuum.
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4.2 High-temperature approximations
Solving eqs. (4.7) and (4.9) is a thorny task. Fortunately, we do not need to bother with
exact solutions of the set of differential equations. To see how the thermal quantum loops
affect the power spectrum, we can first use eqs. (4.5), (4.6) and (4.9) to obtain
˙˜
H =
¨˜a
a˜
− H˜2 = − 1
2M2P
(ρ∗ + P∗) = − 1
2M2P
(
χ˙c
2 + T˜ s˜
)
. (4.13)
Eq. (4.12) then gives
ε =
3
2
χ˙c
2 + T˜ s˜
χ˙c
2/2 + U + T˜ s˜ (4.14)
and
PR =
1
36pi2M4P
(
χ˙c
2/2 + U + T˜ s˜
)2
χ˙c
2 + T˜ s˜
. (4.15)
We have discussed in section 3.3 that the CW correction ∆UCW is fairly small compared to
the tree-level potential U0 in the inflationary era, and will thus neglect it in the following
approximations. Also, we can Taylor-expand the thermal functions (3.2) and (3.3) about
x = m˜/T˜ = 0 in the high-temperature limit T˜  m˜ as
Fb(x) = −pi
4
45
+
pi2
12
x2 − pi
6
x3 − x
4
32
ln
(
x2
ab
)
+ · · · ; (4.16)
Ff (x) = −7pi
4
360
+
pi2
24
x2 +
x4
32
ln
(
x2
af
)
+ · · · , (4.17)
with ab = 3/2− 2γe + 2 ln(4pi), af = 3/2− 2γe + 2 ln(pi) and the Euler-Mascheroni constant
γe ' 0.577. It is then useful to approximate eq. (3.13) by
∆UT ≈ −
pi2
90
∑
b
gb +
7pi2
720
∑
f
gf
 T˜ 4 for T˜  m˜ . (4.18)
The dependence on mass parameters m˜ disappears in eq. (4.18) and there is a T˜ 4 depen-
dence in the formula. This is because all particles become ultra-relativistic and behave like
massless radiation in the high-temperature limit. Together with the slow-roll approxima-
tion, we can further rewrite eq. (4.15) as
PR ≈ 5
4pi4M4P
[
U0 − T˜ 2 ∂
∂T˜
(
∆UT
T˜
)]22∑
b
gb +
7
4
∑
f
gf
−1 T˜−4 , (4.19)
where
− T˜ 2 ∂
∂T˜
(
∆UT
T˜
)
≈
pi2
30
∑
b
gb +
7pi2
240
∑
f
gf
 T˜ 4 > 0 . (4.20)
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4.3 Results
It turns out that the temperature dependence of PR(k) is quite simple when T˜  m˜. For
the case of extremely high temperature T˜ 4  U0, the second term in the square bracket
of eq. (4.19) may dominate over the potential plateau U0, leading to PR(k) ∝ T˜ (k)4. In
this regime, the amplitude of the power spectrum is enhanced by the thermal effects. On
the other hand, eq. (4.19) also indicates that the amplitude of the power spectrum can be
suppressed by T˜ (k)−4 if χ has an ultra-high temperature satisfying T˜  m˜ and T˜ 4  U0:
PR(k) ≈ 5
4pi4M4P
U0(χ)
2
2∑
b
gb +
7
4
∑
f
gf
−1 T˜ (k)−4
∣∣∣∣∣∣
k=a˜H˜
. (4.21)
In the intermediate regime where T˜ 4 ∼ U0, the qualitative behavior of the primordial power
spectrum smoothly transits from T˜ 4 to T˜−4 as the temperature decreases. An order-of-
magnitude estimation shows that the intermediate regime happens when T˜ ' 10−3 MP ; that
is, PR(k) is enhanced with temperature if T˜ > 10−3 MP and suppressed if T˜ . 10−3 MP .
We show in figure 2 the primordial curvature power spectra with various T˜i in the ultra-high
temperature regime (T˜i . 10−3 MP ) when the CMB scale k−1CMB leaves the horizon.9 As
we increase the initial temperature, the magnitude of the spectrum is indeed considerably
lowered. With an initial temperature T˜i = 10−3 MP , PR(kCMB) is suppressed by more than
three orders of magnitude comparing to the standard power-law predictions. Note that in
the extremely-high temperature regime (T˜i > 10−3 MP ), PR(kCMB) is enhanced relative to
the maximal suppression at T˜ ' 10−3 MP , so each power spectrum curve for T˜i > 10−3 MP
can correspondingly find an almost identical one for T˜i . 10−3 MP . Therefore, we only
depict the curves for T˜i < 10−3 MP in figure 2. Also, the numerical results in figure 2 do not
exactly follow the high-temperature approximation in eq. (4.21), since the mass parameters
of the gauge bosons and quarks are proportional to f−1/2 h ∼MP /
√
ξ in the EF during the
inflation. The masses of some heavy particles such as m˜W , m˜Z , m˜t, m˜b can be comparable
to the initial temperature T˜i.
Using the public Boltzmann code CAMB [44], we further compute the TT angular power
spectra of the CMB based on the primordial power spectrum PR(k). The results are
demonstrated in figure 3. In order to fit the model to the Planck data [45], we calculate
the values of reduced χ2 for ` = 2 ∼ 29 with the following formula
χ2theory =
1
28− 1
29∑
`=2
(
DTT`, theory −DTT`, data
)2
σ2`, data
. (4.22)
The χ2 values of the models with different initial temperatures are listed in table 2. From
the minimum of the χ2 value, the best-fit initial temperatures in the ultra and extremely-
high temperature regimes are found to be T˜i ' 5.15× 10−4 MP and T˜i ' 3.62× 10−3 MP ,
respectively. In general, the thermal effects from quantum loop corrections to the Higgs
9In order to focus on the finite-temperature effects, we treat the number of the SM degrees of freedom
as a constant for the results here.
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Figure 2. The primordial curvature power spectra PR(k) for various initial temperatures T˜i. The
standard power-law spectrum of the base-ΛCDM model, PR(k) ∝ kns−1, is given by the purple
solid curve. The blue solid curve depicts the best-fit prediction of the Higgs inflation with an initial
temperature T˜i = 5.15× 10−4 MP (or 3.62× 10−3 MP ).
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Figure 3. The TT angular power spectrum for the Higgs inflation with various initial temperatures
T˜i at the CMB horizon scale. The best-fit base-ΛCDM model is given by the purple solid curve.
Predictions of our model for various T˜i are given by the red dashed curve (1 × 10−3 MP ), orange
dashed curve (2.5 × 10−4 MP ), and green dashed curve (1.25 × 10−4 MP ). The blue solid curve
depicts the best-fit prediction of the Higgs inflation with an initial temperature T˜i = 5.15×10−4 MP
(or 3.62× 10−3 MP ).
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inflation provide better fits to the current CMB angular power spectrum. This is due to
the fact that the central values of many measurements DTT`, data at ` < 30 are smaller than
the best-fit base-ΛCDM model. Among the multipoles in the angular power spectrum, the
low amplitude of the quadrupole moment (` = 2) is particularly significant. As shown in
figure 3, the Higgs inflation with thermal effects can be served as a possible solution to
explain the anomaly with a single parameter, the initial T˜i at the CMB horizon scale.
Model Temperature at kCMB (MP ) χ2theory (` = 2 ∼ 29)
Base-ΛCDM best fit – 1.013
HI 0 0.971
HI + T best fit (T˜i . 10−3 MP ) 5.15× 10−4 0.765
HI + T best fit (T˜i > 10−3 MP ) 3.62× 10−3 0.762
HI + T 1.25× 10−4 0.918
HI + T 2.50× 10−4 0.829
HI + T 5.00× 10−4 0.766
HI + T 1.00× 10−3 0.871
Table 2. χ2 values for different models using the Planck 2018 data [45]. The HI and HI +
T denote the standard Higgs inflation and the Higgs inflation starting with a finite temperature,
respectively.
In our model, we can attribute the suppression of DTT` and PR(k) at large scales to
the entropy density term in the denominator of eq. (4.15). As the temperature increases,
the entropy density associated with the Helmholtz free energy will increase as well and
significantly change the equation of state of χ. In addition to the temperature effect,
eq. (4.21) shows that PR is suppressed more when adding up more degrees of freedom in
the SM. In practice, we can imagine the whole scenario as follows: if the Universe undergoes
the inflation starting with an ultra-high temperature T˜i as the horizon crosses the CMB scale
k−1CMB, the primordial curvature power spectrum is approximately suppressed by T˜
−4 at the
largest scale. Soon after the onset of the inflation, any temperature field T˜ is immediately
redshifted to zero and part of the SM degrees of freedom decouple from the heat bath.
The decrease in temperature and the reduction of the active degrees of freedom together
diminish the thermal effects and the suppression in the amplitude of power spectrum. At
certain point the temperature is so low (i.e., T˜ < m˜) that the approximation in eq. (4.21)
becomes invalid. Accordingly, we expect that PR should gradually approach the standard
power-law spectrum PR(k) ∝ kns−1 at small scales.
5 Summary and conclusions
The Higgs inflation is by far one of the most successful and theoretically-appealing models
of inflation. It is thought that the free energy density of the Higgs field can be non-trivially
modified by the finite-temperature effect beyond tree level within the framework of the
thermal field theory. Therefore, it is intuitive to think about whether non-zero temperature
of the Higgs field, if existing before the inflation, can leave any significant imprint on the
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CMB anisotropy at large scales. Through this work, we tackle the problem of thermal
effects on the large-scale curvature perturbation for the Higgs inflation.
By assuming that the Higgs field is immersed in a heat bath with a non-zero temper-
ature T˜ at the outset of inflation, we present the first calculation of the finite-temperature
effective potential at the one-loop level based on the inflationary potential U0(χ) in the
Einstein frame. We compute the quantum corrections of the non-minimally coupled field in
the Einstein frame for two reasons. First of all, we can bypass the difficulties in including
graviton loops to the effective potential. Secondly, the cosmological observables of the Higgs
inflation are typically derived in the Einstein frame. It is more consistent to keep track of
all physics in the same conformal frame. Our analyses show that the Coleman-Weinberg
effective potential and the quantum instability from the negative mass-squared in the Ein-
stein frame are not important in the inflationary era. Nevertheless, the thermal effective
potential can significantly modify the dynamics and the equation of state of the effective
scalar field χ when more degrees of freedom in the Standard Model are included.
Given the fact that the temperature decreases precipitously throughout the inflationary
era, the thermal corrections to χ are expected to be more influential in the inflaton pertur-
bations at large scales. We find that, owing to the tremendous entropy density originating
from the thermal corrections, the primordial curvature power spectrum PR(k) is approxi-
mately enhanced by T˜ 4 at extremely high temperatures T˜  10−3 MP and suppressed by
T˜−4 at the ultra-high temperatures T˜ . 10−3 MP . Consequently, PR(k) would decrease
first and then increase if we keep raising the initial temperature T˜i. Generally speaking,
the amplitude of PR(k) is smaller than the standard power-law prediction for reasonable
initial temperatures. We finally calculate the TT angular power spectrum DTT` based on
PR(k) and show that DTT` of the finite-temperature Higgs inflation is also predominantly
suppressed at large scales. Using the Planck 2018 data, the best-fit initial temperature at
CMB horizon exit is found to be 5.15 × 10−4 MP or 3.62 × 10−3 MP . Since the suppres-
sion agrees with the deficit of power in the CMB quadrupole moment, our model offers
better fit comparing to the best-fit base-ΛCDM cosmology model. In conclusion, we have
investigated the thermal loop effects on the Higgs inflation at one-loop level based on the
finite-temperature field theory and shown that it can serve as a simple scenario to explain
the unresolved quadrupole anomaly in CMB.
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A Relations of physical quantities between Jordan and Einstein frames
Here we provide some useful relations of the physical quantities and field equations in the
JF and EF frames related by the conformal transformation
gµν → g˜µν = f(h)gµν . (A.1)
The “dot” and “prime” in this section denote the derivatives with respect to the time coor-
dinate t and the non-minimally coupled Higgs field h, respectively.
A.1 Metric and coordinates
The EF proper time τ and the EF scale factor a˜ are defined by
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2d~x2
→ ds˜2 = −f(h)dt2 + f(h)a(t)2d~x2 ≡ −dτ2 + a˜(τ)2d~x2 . (A.2)
With eq. (A.2), we can further define the EF Hubble expansion rate H˜
H =
a˙
a
→ H˜ ≡ 1
a˜
(
da˜
dτ
)
= f−1/2H +
1
2
f−3/2f ′h˙ . (A.3)
A.2 Effective quantities
Under conformal transformation (A.1), the effective scalar field χ with the canonical action
can be defined by the non-minimally coupled field h and f(h) through
h → χ , where dχ =
(
f + 3M2P · f ′ 2/2
f2
)1/2
dh . (A.4)
The simple correspondence between the tree-level potential V in the JF and the effective
potential U in the EF is
V (h) → U(χ) ≡ f−2V . (A.5)
A.3 Minimally-coupled fields and mass parameters
To obtain the transformation rules for minimally-coupled scalar field ϕ, vector field Aλ,
spinor field ψf and their associated mass parameters, recall the JF action
SJ =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2P
2
f(h)R− 1
2
g µν∂µh ∂νh− V (h) + LSM (gµν , ϕ, Aλ, ψf )
]
. (A.6)
We can recast it as the EF action as follows
SE =
∫
d4x
√
−g˜
[
M2P
2
R˜− 1
2
g˜ µν∂µχ∂νχ− U(χ) + f−2LSM (gµν , ϕ, Aλ, ψf )
]
, (A.7)
where g˜, R˜, χ and U(χ) are defined by eqs. (A.1), (A.4) and (A.5), and the SM Lagrangian
LSM can be expressed as
LSM (gµν , ϕ, Aλ, ψf ) = L1 (gµν , ϕ) + L2 (gµν , Aλ) + L3 (gµν , Aλ, ψf ) ,
• L1 (gµν , ϕ) = −1
2
g µν∂µϕ∂νϕ− 1
2
m2ϕϕ
2
• L2 (gµν , Aλ) = −1
4
gαµgβνFµνFαβ
• L3 (gµν , Aλ, ψf ) = −iψ¯fγλ
(←→
D λ − ieAλ
)
ψf −mf ψ¯fψf .
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Since SJ and SE are equivalent, it is straightforward to find the transformation rules for
each field and its associated mass parameters by requiring
LSM
(
g˜µν , ϕ˜, A˜λ, ψ˜f
)
= f−2LSM (gµν , ϕ, Aλ, ψf )
and keeping the kinetic terms of each field to its canonical form in 4-dimensional spacetime:
(ϕ, mϕ) →
(
ϕ˜ = f−1/2 ϕ , m˜ϕ = f−1/2mϕ
)
, (A.8)
(Aλ, mgb) →
(
A˜λ = Aλ , m˜gb = f
−1/2mgb
)
, (A.9)
(ψf , mf ) →
(
ψ˜f = f
−3/4 ψf , m˜f = f−1/2mf
)
, (A.10)
γλ → γ˜λ = f−1/2 γλ . (A.11)
Hence, we have
m2W =
1
4
g2h2 → m˜2W = f−1 ·m2W ,
m2Z =
1
4
(g2 + g′2)h2 → m˜2Z = f−1 ·m2Z , (A.12)
m2quark =
1
2
y2h2 → m˜2quark = f−1 ·m2quark .
A.4 Dynamical equations
Performing the variation of actions (A.6) and (A.7), we can write down the Friedmann
equation and the equation of motion of the fields via eqs. (A.2) and (A.3). The Friedmann
equations in both frames read
H2 = −f
′
f
h˙H +
1
3M2P f
(
1
2
h˙2 + V
)
(A.13)
→ H˜2 = 1
3M2P
[
1
2
(
dχ
dτ
)2
+ U(χ)
]
, (A.14)
while the equations of motion for h and χ are
h¨+ 3Hh˙ =
−1
1 +
3M2P f
′2
2f
·
[
V ′ +
f ′
2f
(
3M2P f
′′h˙2 + h˙2 − 4V
)]
(A.15)
→ d
2χ
dτ2
+ 3H˜ ·
(
dχ
dτ
)
= − d
dχ
U(χ) . (A.16)
Some algebra can identify that eqs. (A.13) and (A.15) are equivalent to eqs. (A.14) and
(A.16), respectively.
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